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Press release Nuremberg Fair 2013
GamesOnTrack A/S announces GT-Games Container. This product is a container game using
the GT-Position technology. GT-Games Container is a game series where users operate a
railway container line on any model railway layout. The GT-Position technology tracks
containers and users move containers around according to game tasks. Users can extend and
develop their own games. GT-Games Container will be released in March 2013 on Version 3.6.
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The GamesOnTrack product program is now
extended with real games. A set of physical 20 food
containers with embedded position technology is
available and the users can start operating their
container line. The idea of the game series is to
move containers using trains between container
terminals via different routes at different costs and
with different revenue. The GT-Game Container
Product includes Position Master, Receivers, and
the first container. The product can be upgraded
with more containers. The users can operate GT-Games Container no matter how he controls
his model railway. Any gauge, any size, or any control system, i.e. DCC, Analogue operation,
Lego trains, or Brio. The games can go on from very simple games to pretty complex tasks of
moving more containers with more trains in a limited time.
GT-Games Container runs on a windows PC and it is meant for creating more fun and excitement in
model railways. The Games series is build around the operation of a container line. The product
includes a set of standard games from the very simple first three minutes operation of one container
to operation of multiple containers on multiple routes and terminals with different prices and costs to
be executed in limited time. The games are described in classical XML-files, and the user can
change, add and extend the games using a normal editor like notepad++.
Families and clubs can benefit from building new routes and challenges. Users can decide to operate
with all the normal rules of a model railway, or they can decide to skip rules and go for the challenge
in speed and time. The game engine contains a broad set of events and exercises.
Users which already has GT-Position can just buy the SW part of game and get started. New users
can use the starter package and later upgrade to a full GT-Position.

